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This study focuses on topographic characterization of ice-
associated north polar region impact craters and several enigmatic
polar craterforms using new information from the Mars Orbiter
Laser Altimeter (MOLA), an instrument aboard the Mars Global
Surveyor (MGS) orbiter. We find that, for ice-associated craters, the
topography reveals several surprising results not previously appar-
ent from orbital images alone. First, geometric properties for several
impact craters associated with ice and frost deposits suggest that
cavity infill is as high as 80% of reconstructed, preerosion levels.
Second, craters associated with ice also demonstrate unique cav-
ity geometries relative to their nonpolar counterparts. Finally, in
some cases, ice-associated impact features are anomalously deep,
on the basis of depths modeled from the best available scaling laws.
We suggest that burial of these impact features by either episodic
advance of the polar cap margin or by continuous deposition at
the highest rates previously estimated for the north polar region of
Mars has occurred. Subsequent stripping has exhumed the features,
leaving behind cavity infill deposits, and a few of these display topo-
graphic levels above the surrounding preimpact surface. In at least
one case, cavity interior deposits show layering with a typical thick-
ness of ∼10 m, suggesting episodic deposition and ablation of ma-
terials as in the polar layered terrain. In addition to ice-associated
craters, we investigated the topography of several enigmatic polar
craterforms. In particular, a few craterforms within∼150 km of the
permanent north polar cap appear to resemble simple, effusive lava
shield volcanoes found on Earth. Their geometric properties cannot
be reconciled with previous suggestions that they were manifesta-
tions of martian hydromagmatic processes (i.e., maar volcanism).
MOLA’s initial measurements of impact craters and other crater-
forms in the north polar latitudes of Mars support the concept of a

geologically recent surface, with evidence of effusive volcanism and
enhanced sedimentation. In addition, the measured impact crater
depths for ice-associated craters suggest at least a few cases of en-
hanced excavation and thus a possibly weaker target relative to the
typical northern hemisphere plains. c© 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: Mars; impact craters; polar processes; ejecta;
volcanism.
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The north polar region of Mars (57◦–90◦N) offers an opportu-
nity to evaluate the relative importance of several geologic p
cesses in the evolution of the martian surface, including hyp
velocity impact cratering, volcanism, and erosion. In particu
the sedimentation history in this region can be assessed on
basis of the geometric properties of impact craters, as has
accomplished for the south polar region by Plautet al.(1988). In
addition to the readily apparent impact craters, there are num
ous craterforms in the north polar region of enigmatic orig
Hodges and Moore (1994) attributed some of these craterfo
to hydromagmatic processes, perhaps similar to the explo
interactions of groundwater with magma that on Earth lead
the formation of maar craters. Other, less well-defined cra
forms are also observed in Viking Orbiter images around
perimeter of the permanent north polar cap. Their origin a
evolution remains unclear.

Many of the best-preserved impact craters in the north po
region are associated with high-albedo deposits of ice and f
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(Garvinet al.1998). In several cases, these ice-associated cr
appear to be infilled with frost or ice deposits to levels in e
cess of what existing polar sedimentation models would sug
(Howardet al. 1982, Thomaset al. 1992). In this preliminary
assessment of north polar region craterforms, our intentio
to constrain the formation and modification histories of su
features in order to investigate the efficiency of sedimenta
over the most recent epoch of martian geologic history. Our
proach is to employ newly available topographic measurem
from the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA), an instrume
currently in orbit around Mars as part of the payload on the M
Global Surveyor (MGS) spacecraft, to characterize the geom
ric properties (e.g., Pike 1980b) of all craters for which adequ
sampling was achieved. This permits assessment of forma
mechanisms as well as modification (i.e., infilling, slope e
lution) processes. Zuberet al. (1998) has described the MOLA
observations pertaining to the north polar cap of Mars and Sm
et al.(1998) have summarized in general the first northern he
sphere measurements by MOLA. Here we study the impact
possible volcanic crater population at high northern latitu
sampled thus far by MOLA, using the data acquired as par
the Science Phasing Orbit (SPO) operations of MGS during
Spring and Summer of 1998. Garvin and Frawley (1998) h
provided an initial framework for comparison of nonpolar im
pact craters and their geometric properties to those sample
the North Polar Region.

We first summarize the MOLA measurements used as
basis of this work: the polar region topographic measurem
acquired for “ice-associated” craterforms prior to the main m
ping mission. Next, we discuss the geometric measurem
(depth/diameter, cavity volume, ejecta thickness, etc.) of c
ity and ejecta characteristics for ice-associated craters. Th
followed with images and topography for examples of the b
sampled ice-associated craters and a few enigmatic craterf
of potentially volcanic origin. The discussion section includ
the implications of our results in light of current models for cr
tering (e.g., Stromet al.1992, Melosh 1989, Barlow and Bradle
1990, Craddocket al.1997) and sedimentation in the north pol
region of Mars.

MOLA OBSERVATIONS

MOLA acquired 188 tracks of topographic data across
high northern latitudes of Mars between April and late July
1998 (Zuberet al. 1998). In addition to sampling the heigh
of the permanent north polar cap, MOLA acquired cross s
tions for many of the major impact craters known to exist in t
region, including more than a dozen craters between∼9 and
80 km in diameter. Figure 1 shows the locations of the cra
and craterforms whose cavities were well-sampled by MO
(topography across the center 20% of the cavity) during
period. Craters described in detail are designated by alpha

letters, A–K, in Fig. 1. Here we treat circular, closed depre
sions of unknown origin as “craterforms,” although we reco
ET AL.
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nize that most are either volcanic- or impact-related (Hodg
and Moore 1994, Wilson and Head 1994). Barlow and Bradl
(1990) have given a summary of martian impact crater prop
ties as measured from Viking image photomosaics. Because
the relatively poor quality of Viking era imaging of the north
polar region, their extensive morphologic catalog does not
clude many of the ice-associated craters traversed by MO
at latitudes north of 65◦N. Previous studies of ice in the mar-
tian regolith (Squyreset al.1992, Jankowski and Squyres 1993
do not treat the population of north polar region impact crate
associated with ice or frost above 65◦N. We have considered
in detail the morphologic characteristics of such features fro
MOLA topographic cross sections. MOLA observations cons
of center-of-mass referenced surface elevations for footpri
∼150 m in diameter with submeter vertical precision spac
every 330 to 390 m along the nadir–ground track of the MG
spacecraft. Because of the high vertical precision of these da
subtle topographic and hence local slope variations associa
with crater landforms can be measured and interpreted. For
ample, Garvin and Frawley (1998) were able to quantify th
relief of ejecta ramparts with less than 10 m in vertical relie
on the basis of MOLA data for impact features in the midd
latitudes of the northern hemisphere of Mars.

We have developed a semiautomated measurement system
quantifying a broad suite of geometric craterform paramete
in order to characterize properties relevant to crater formati
and modification (Roddy 1977, Pike 1980a,b). Figure 2 sho
some of the parameters that are routinely measured for e
crater. Table I summarizes the parameters depicted in Fig. 2
well as several additional measured parameters. Before deta
measurements of crater properties can be accomplished, e

TABLE I
Description of Geometric Parameters Measured from MOLA

Cross Sections of Craterforms (Fig. 1)

Parameter Significance

D Rim crest diameter
d Depth from rim crest to floor
H Average height of rim crest above preimpact surface
d/D Aspect ratio of crater cavity
hr Ejecta rampart height
hcp Central peak height
Vcav Cavity volume from numerical integration of rim crest

as defined in MOLA cross section
Vej Ejecta volume from rim crest to topographically defined

edge of continuous ejecta blanket (numerical integration
Vej/Vcav Ejecta to cavity volume ratio
n Exponent of power law fit to cavity topography from

z= kxn, wherex is horizontal distance.
Cavity is conical forn= 1, paraboloid forn= 2, etc.

ETF Exponentb from power law fit to ejecta topography,
i.e., te= k(x/R)b
g-
Note.Other parameters indicated on Fig. 1 (ejecta and cavity wall slope) are

not listed above.
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FIG. 1. Polar stereographic map of the northern polar region of Mars indicating crater locations (+’s are impact craters, filled circles are craterforms of possib

volcanic origin). The latitude limit of the map is 60◦N. Craters north of 70◦N are the primary focus. Craters discussed in the text are designated by alphabetic
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characters (A–K). Crater A is illustrated in Fig. 3, Crater B in Fig. 4, etc.

MOLA profile must be compared with the highest available r
olution Viking Mars Digital Image Mosaic (MDIM) image dat
in order to assess the actual position of the topographic cross
tion relative to the central axis of symmetry of the crater. T
is necessary because of coordinate system disparities bet
the MGS MOLA data (areocentric coordinates) and the Vik
MDIM (geographic coordinate frame). Smithet al.(1998) have
discussed this issue, which often requires horizontal shift
the MDIM so that the MOLA profile is registered properly
specific geographic features that it traverses. We believe tha
ter shifting the MDIM image data relative to our MOLA cro
sections, the final horizontal location accuracy is at the leve

1–3 MDIM pixels (i.e., within 200–600 m or∼1–2 MOLA foot-
prints). All MOLA topographic profiles presented in this pap
s-
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ng
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o
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s
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have been carefully registered to the MDIM images as part of o
assessment process. This is critical when parameters relate
volumes are estimated since off-center topographic profiles c
provide extremely misleading values for all properties comput
via numerical integration (Garvin and Frawley 1998). Of th
∼100 craterforms sampled by MOLA (Fig. 1), over 30% wer
traversed within 20% of their central axes of symmetry. Crater
cones sampled by MOLA were considered in this study only
the topographic cross section bisected the axis of symmetry.

GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES
er
MOLA traversed the cavities of 109 impact features north of

about 57◦N. More than 30% of these traverses provided near
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FIG. 2. Example of a polar impact crater cross-section acquired by MOLA indicating some of the measured parameters considered (see Table I). The crater
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shown is that illustrated in Fig. 6.

centerline cross sections which permit first-order assessme
depth–diameter relationships, as well as correlation of ca
volumes and shapes with crater diameter. While MOLA w
eventually sample thousands of fresh martian craters in all
jor surficial geologic units, the recent SPO data provide an
teresting preliminary examination of the polar region crat
in contrast with craters from other latitudes and terrain typ
We have adopted 57◦N as the edge of the polar terrains on t
basis of the existence of winter frost on the surface (Tho
et al. 1992) north of this latitude. This allows us to inclu
most of the north polar region geologic units in one group.
endeavored to consider topographically “fresh” impact crat
but recognize that assessment of degradation state from M
profiles and analysis of MDIM images is imperfect. Barlo
and Bradley (1990) and Stromet al. (1992) describe the fres
crater population on Mars at most latitudes between+60◦N and
−60◦S on the basis of extensive morphologic analyses. In
study, we use the sharpness of rim topography and other c
characteristics, including floor geometry, to identify minima
degraded craters in the region north of 57◦N. When develop-
ing scaling laws that relate depth, volume, and cavity shap
crater diameter (D), we considered only the subpopulation
minimally degraded craters. To further remove outliers, we
stricted all of our least-squares regression analyses to those
ples less than one standard deviation in depth from the sa
mean.

For specific geometric properties, one interesting assess
of the geometric properties measured from MOLA profi
(Fig. 2; Table I), is to compare the entire population of No
Polar Region impact craters with those for nonpolar latitud
as was accomplished for the Moon (Pike 1980b) and for

amples on Earth (Roddy 1977). We have taken this appro
to assess crater cavity shapes, ejecta thickness functions (E
nt of
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and cavity volume properties. In particular, for the subset
north polar region craters associated with ice or frost we h
measured the above morphologic characteristics from MO
topographic profiles and compared them to the entire pop
tion of north polar region (nonpolar) impact craters.

For example, we have measured the cross-sectional sha
the crater cavities using a function of the form:z= kxn, where
z is the surface elevation relative to the floor,x is horizontal dis-
tance from the crater center, andk andn are least-squares regre
sion fit parameters. Previously, we observed that then-parameter
is a reasonable indicator of cavity shape for nonpolar cra
(Garvin and Frawley 1998), withn values between 2 and 3 fo
most complex northern hemisphere craters, and we would
pect it to also be a reasonable cavity shape indicator for p
craters as well.

We estimate an ejecta thickness function using an appro
first developed by McGetchinet al.(1973) and recently applied
to martian impact craters by Garvin and Frawley (1998). T
function describes the decay of ejecta topography from the
crest to the edge of the continuous ejecta blanket using a sim
function of the formte= k(r/R)b, wherete is the ejecta thickness
as a function of radial distancer from the rim crest,R is the rim
crest radius, andk andb are least-squares regression consta
Melosh (1989) and McGetchinet al. (1973) suggested on th
basis of explosion experiment data that the exponentb should
typically fall in the−2.5 to−3.5 range, depending on sever
factors, including kinetic energy of impact. Recently, Garvin a
Frawley (1998) showed that while there is a general tendency
overallb values of martian craters to fall in this range, the mo
commonb values for Northern Hemisphere (nonpolar) crate
was−0.5± 0.3. This is substantially different than the Melos
ach
TF),
(1989) and McGetchinet al. values (1973). It is interesting to
compare the ice-associated martian craters to the overall martian
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NORTH POLAR REGION

crater values, since one possible explanation of the differen
that the analyses of martian ejecta thickness do not take into
sideration the structural uplift of the rim crest, which is diffic
to model at this time for martian impact craters.

DEPTH VERSUS DIAMETER CORRELATIONS

The distinction between ice-associated polar region im
craters and those from the remainder of the northern hemisp
is most striking when crater depth from the rim crest (d) is
related to rim crest diameter (D). The polar region craters follow
a power law of the formd= 0.03D1.04, whered and D are
measured in kilometers. This relation has been computed o
basis of our sample of complex impact craters larger than 6
which is the best fit (±0.5 km) for the simple-to-complex crat
transition diameter in the North Polar Region as determ
from MOLA-derived geometric properties (Garvin and Fraw
1998) and which is in general agreement with that sugge
by Pike (1988). In contrast, the nonpolar unit complex cra
are best fit by a power law of the formd= 0.19D0.55, where
d and D are again measured in kilometers. This relations
includes impact craters in the nonpolar regions of Mars obse
during the early MGS mapping mission (Garvinet al.1999). The
difference between a power-law with an exponent of 1.04 (po
and 0.55 (nonpolar) is statistically significant and has substa
consequences; for diameters larger than 43.2 km, polar com
craters will be deeper than nonpolar counterparts of a sim
diameter. Ice-associated craters north of 70◦N appear to follow
an even steeper power law, as they display apparent cavity
depths in excess of the general polar region trend.

Indeed, as we shall discuss in an upcoming section, we
observed that a majority of martian craters associated with
or frost are deeper than simple models of thed versusD overall
or northern hemisphere relationships would suggest. We u
additional comparison of observed depth with estimated d
of excavation to considerd versusD variations from region
to region. Previously, Barlow and Bradley (1990) used an
proach suggested by Croft (1985) to estimate the depths o
cavation (de) of martian impact craters with an equation of t
form de= k D0.85

a , wherek is a constant related to the simple-
complex transition diameter andDa is the final, apparent cavit
diameter at the rim crest. Using the MOLA-based value of 6
for the transition diameter, we derive a simple equation of
form

de = 0.131D0.85
a ,

from which we can estimate the maximum depths of excava
This relationship indicates the theoretical depth of excavatio
the north polar region of Mars is usually much greater than
observed apparent crater depths as measured by MOLA.
20-km-diameter crater, the difference (de− da) is∼1 km, while

for a 40-km feature, it is over 1.6 km. It rises to nearly 2.5 k
at a diameter of 80 km. Thus, relative to a modeled depth of
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cavation, there is considerable slumping and modification s
fallback into complex crater cavities on Mars before erosio
modification. For complex craters larger than 11 km in diam
ter, the depth of excavation is predicted to be at least 1.0
while forKorolev-scale features (80 km diameter), it could be
large as 5 km. For most of the polar impact craters sample
MOLA, the difference between the model depth of excavat
and the apparent depth of the cavity is hundreds of meter
kilometers, but there are a few cases where the apparent d
(da) exceeds that predicted as the depth of excavation. We
return to this issue when we consider specific examples.

CAVITY VOLUME AND SHAPE

If one considers how cavity volume (V) relates to crater diam
eter (D), polar versus nonpolar crater differences again eme
We find that for polar region impact craters,V = 0.01D3.03,
whereV (km3) is measured by numerical integration of nea
centerline MOLA cross sections.D is in kilometers. For nonpo-
lar region craters, the relationship isV = 0.04D2.68, suggesting
that polar crater cavities are volumetrically larger than thos
other regions. Indeed, for crater diameters larger than∼52 km,
cavity volume is always greater for polar impact features th
for craters at lower latitudes. The larger volume for polar cra
may be a consequence of target properties that enable enha
excavation at high kinetic energies. When examining theV ver-
susD relationship for polar craters in comparison with that f
nonpolar ones, we consistently observe a break in slope a
proximately 6 km, suggesting that the simple-to-complex tra
tion may be close to 6 km, as previously suggested (Pike 19

For cross-sectional cavity shape, the exponent (n) that de-
scribes the order of the best-fitting polynomial can be correla
with crater diameter. We then may consider the relationship
tween cavity shape, crater diameter, and crater location.
polar craters, cavity shape exhibits a power law of the fo
n= 2.22D−0.05, while for nonpolar craters, the relationship
n= 2.28D0.01, whereD is in kilometers. Together, these pow
laws suggest that there is a strong tendency for craters to
come more paraboloidal with increasing diameter, indepen
of location.

It is also interesting to compare the measured cavity v
ume with estimated volume of excavation from models. Wh
MOLA cross-sections have sampled the central region of a cr
cavity (i.e., within 20% of the crater’s central axis of symm
try), we employ numerical integration methods to estimate
cavity volume (V) (Garvin and Frawley 1998) as it compar
to the modeled volume of excavation (Melosh 1989, Grieve
Garvin 1984, Croft 1985). Excavation volumes can be estima
using an equation of the form

Ve = (π/48)D3
t ,
m
ex-
where Dt is the diameter of the excavation cavity, which can
be taken as being equivalent to the diameter of the transient
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cavity. If we adopt Croft’s (1985) approximation such thatDt=
(D0.15

h )(D0.85
a ), where Dh is the simple-to-complex transitio

(i.e., approximately 6 km on Mars on the basis of this study), t
we can estimate the expected volume of excavation for mar
craters (Ve) using

Ve = 0.147D2.55
a ,

whereDa is the apparent rim-crest diameter in kilometers. T
model volume of excavation (Ve) carries with it an underlying
assumption that aZ model withZ= 3 is appropriate for martian
fresh impact craters in the 6- to 80-km-diameter range (C
1985, Grieve and Garvin 1984). For representative martian n
polar region impact craters, the predictedVe from the above
equation is typically two to three times the apparent volu
measured by MOLA. We will return to the significance of th
fundamental disparity after examining several specific mar
impact features.

RIM HEIGHTS

The rim heights for fresh and minimally degraded impa
craters, relative to the preimpact surrounding surface, has t
tionally been difficult to measure with high reliability for Mar
(Pike 1980b). MOLA topographic profiles permit improved a
sessment of relative rim relief. The mean rim heights (H ) for
polar region craters (0.253 km) is not statistically different fro
that for nonpolar craters (0.219 km). However, this simple s
tistical analysis does not take into account levels of rim fla
burial, which is likely to be large in higher latitude settings
the basis of high-resolution Viking images. The mean depth
measured from the rim crest to the lowest point on the floor
0.57 km for polar region craters and 0.63 km for nonpolar reg
examples. We note that the depth–diameter scaling laws dem
strate a major difference in polar region crater depths relativ
nonpolar varieties. However, such differences in polar ver
nonpolar rim height are within 1/10th of a standard deviation o
the mean and are not considered meaningful.

EJECTA THICKNESS FUNCTION

When we consider the topographic character of the continu
ejecta blankets using the ETF functionte= k(r/R)b, described
previously, there are appreciable differences between polar
nonpolar impact features for the mean ETF exponent (b). For
polar region craters, the meanb=−3.73, with a modal value
of −0.50; for nonpolar cratersb=−2.30, with a modal value
of −0.10. In both cases, the dynamic range ofb values extends
from −0.1 to−8.0. None of these mean or modal values l
within the previously described acceptable range (−2.5 to−3.5)
as suggested by Melosh (1989). However, the variability in
characteristics of the ETF for Mars are large, and the stan

deviation on the mean values cited above is in excess of 3.0.
suggest that ejecta topology is related to latitude and henc
ET AL.
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aspects of target type, but as yet we have insufficient stati
to unravel the subtleties.

EJECTA VOLUME VERSUS CAVITY VOLUME

One final geometric indication that north polar region imp
craters on Mars behave differently from their nonpolar coun
parts is apparent in the ratio of ejecta volume to cavity volu
(Vej/V), whereVej is the apparent ejecta volume of the co
tinuous ejecta blanket (CEB) as defined by means of MO
topography and Viking images, andV is the cavity volume as
defined above. For near-centerline MOLA cross-sections,
can estimateVej and normalize it to the apparent volume of t
crater cavity to compute theVej/V ratio. Garvin and Frawley
(1998) treated this parameter for several dozen impact fea
in the martian mid-latitudes, and here we extend earlier wor
include over 100 craters in the Northern Hemisphere. We
the meanVej/V ratio for polar region craters to be 2.3, whi
that for nonpolar craters is 1.14. In both cases the disper
about the mean value is large. However, once again we obs
that minimally degraded impact features in the high north
latitudes are fundamentally distinctive from their mid-latitu
counterparts. The most probable explanation for this dispa
is the variability of cavity fill in the polar region. While there
evidence of ejecta modification and possibly burial in the po
region, there remains a readily observed topographic exp
sion of most continuous ejecta blankets on the basis of MO
data. However, it is more difficult to assess the level of ca
infill from single topographic cross sections or Viking imag
alone. In combination, however, we believe we have evide
of significant levels of cavity infill in the highest northern la
tudes of Mars, as quantified by MOLA topographic data. We w
treat this evidence using specific examples in the sections
follow.

ICE-ASSOCIATED CRATERS

During the MGS Science Phase Orbit period MOLA samp
14 impact features and one probable volcanic feature for w
there is an association with high-albedo frost or ice depo
apparent from Viking Orbiter images (MDIM’s at 234 m/pix
or higher resolution Viking images in the 40 to 100 m/pix
resolution range). Table II summarizes some of the salient
ometric properties of those ice-associated craters along
one volcanic feature where the MOLA coverage permits r
able computation of volumes. Table III summarizes mode
parameters for the ice-associated features discussed in th
amples below. For most of the impact craters sampled by MO
north of 72◦N, the topographic characteristics of the crater c
ity are unlike those typical of other craters on Mars (Garvin a
Frawley 1998). Here we treat several end-member cases in

We

e to
to address issues associated with north polar region modification
processes and rates.
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TABLE II
Geometric Parameters for Ice-Associated Impact Craters Observed by MOLA on Mars

Diam depth Hrim Cavity Vcav Cavity dmod Infill Vmod Vinfill

Feature Location (km) (km) (km) d/D slope (km3) shape (km) (km) (km3) (km3)

A 81◦N, 190◦E 19 0.92 0.28 0.048 15 124 4.7 0.64 — 183 59
B 77◦N, 89◦E 34 0.66 0.71 0.020 14.5 311 2.2 1.17 −0.51 559 248
C 79◦N, 331◦E 20 0.85 0.28 0.043 7.9 122 2.8 0.68 — 156 34
D 77◦N, 215◦E 44 2.1 0.98 0.049 15.8 1075 4.1 1.54 — 1538 463
E 73◦N, 163◦E 84 2.2 0.91 0.027 11.2 5800 1.8 2.86a −0.62 7840a 1356a

F 81◦N, 255◦E 18 0.59 0.11 0.033 5.0 103 1.6 0.61 −0.02 68 35
G 77◦N, 195◦E 20 0.92 0.35 0.046 12.6 126 1.9 0.66 — 128 2.5
H 79◦N, 62◦E 18 0.81 0.32 0.046 11.3 97 1.9 0.60 — 100 3.4
I 72◦N, 345◦E 20 1.47 0.45 0.074 15.6 215 1.8 0.68 — 219 4
J 73◦N, 38◦E 9 1.02 0.32 0.113 20 31 1.8 0.29 — 31 —

75◦N, 341◦E 16 0.38 0.13 0.024 10.0 40 2.3 0.54 −0.16 58 18
76◦N, 159◦E 14 0.51 0.19 0.036 10.1 42 2.2 0.47 — 41 —
77◦N, 46◦E 11 0.30 0.22 0.026 8.9 18 3.0 0.36 −0.06 21 —
74◦N, 319◦E 13 0.54 0.25 0.041 12 32 1.6 0.43 — 32 —
85◦N, 2◦E 11 1.08 0.10 0.10 16 39 1.2 0.36 — 31 —

Note. dmod is cavity depth modeled using the general North Polar Region depth-diameter power law. Infill isdmod− da, whereda is observed (by MOLA) cavity
depth. Nonphysical values are indicated by “—” and are due to enhanced apparent cavity depths relative to the entire population of polar region impactfeatures.
Negative values indicate the depth of infill in km.Vmod is a model cavity volume computed using the apparent cavity shape (measured by MOLA) and an equ
given in the text that relates shape, diameterD, and depthda to volume. This is not equivalent to an excavation volume. See text for definition of cavity sha
Vinfill is theVmod−Vcav, whereVcav is the observed cavity volume as measured by MOLA. This is a proxy for a cavity interior infill volume. Nonphysical va
are indicated by “—” and suggest that the cavity is not infilled beyond the level that would be predicted by the typical cavity shape, diameter, and de. The
crater located at 85◦N, 2◦E (last row in table) is a suspected impact crater for which inadequate Viking era images are available to assess its morphology. W
of the ice cap.
8

has

34)
included it because it could represent a fresh impact feature in the margin
a Values are derived from a DEM rather than the centerline pass in Fig.

FEATURE “A”: ICE-ASSOCIATED COMPLEX CRATER
IN POLAR DUNES (82◦N, 190◦E)
Figure 3 illustrates a 19-km-diameter impact crater locat

)

ivided

measu

f a
m
within the Olympia Planitia dune fields (designated A in Fig. 1).

TABLE III
Modeled Parameters for Ice-Associated Craters Discussed in the Text

Apparent Model Infill Vol. infill Ejecta MOLA
Crater Diameter depth,da depth,dm thickness thickness thickness floor

Feature location (km) (km) (km) (km) (m) (m) elevation (m

A 82◦N, 190◦E 19 0.92 1.06 0.140 295 43 −5000
B 77◦N, 89◦E 34 0.66 1.41 0.750 708 52 −4450
C 79◦N, 331◦E 20 0.85 1.09 0.235 189 54 −5750
D 77◦N, 215◦E 44 2.1 1.60 — 514 124 −6000
E 73◦N, 163◦E 84 2.2 2.19 — 557 123 −6250
F 81◦N, 255◦E 18 0.59 0.81 0.220 — 48 −4700
G 77◦N, 195◦E 20 0.92 1.09 0.165 18 70 −5450
H 79◦N, 62◦E 18 0.81 1.03 0.220 31 72 −4950
I 72◦N, 345◦E 20 1.47 1.09 — 32 47 −6100
J 73◦N, 38◦E 9 1.03 0.734 — — 33 −6000

Note.Model depthdm is that computed fromd= 0.25D0.49 fit for complexN. Hemisphere craters (Garvin and Frawley 1998). This is not the same asdmod from
Table II. Infill thickness isdm− da, whereda is apparent depth from rim crest. Vol. infill thickness is model cavity volume minus apparent cavity volume, d
by the apparent surface area of the crater floor (see Table II and text). Ejecta thickness is average thickness of entire continuous ejecta blanket as computed from
the apparent volume of ejecta divided by the surface area of the ejecta (from MOLA). MOLA floor elevation is the absolute minimum floor elevation asred

crater of this size is 0.64 km, indicating that this crater is 280
by MOLA in meters relative to the MOLA defined equatorial radius of Mars
value (i.e., when the apparent depth is greater than the model depth).
. See text for discussion.

ed

This feature clearly cuts the transverse dune deposits and
an apparent depth of 0.92 km. Its aspect ratio (d/D) is 0.048, a
value larger than is typical of craters in this size range (0.0
elsewhere on Mars. The depth more statistically typical o
(Smithet al.1998). “—” is indicated when the computation results in a nonphysical
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FIG. 3. Example of a 19-km-diameter crater located at 82◦N, 190◦E within
theOlympia Planitiadune fields. (Top) The best available Viking Orbiter ima
with MOLA profiles superimposed. (Bottom), The MOLA cross section, w
the observed limits of ejecta indicated (dashed lines). The white region indi
where MOLA encountered clouds and was unable to make surface observ
All upcoming crater figures use this general format (i.e., Viking image w
MOLA profile below). Note that this is crater A in Fig. 1.

deeper than would be predicted using the depth–diameter sc
law described above. The crater cavity displays ann value of 4.7,
which suggests that the preerosion interior was very “U” sha
for a crater of this size. The ejecta thickness function expo
(b) varies enormously from a very typical value of−0.9 in the
northern ejecta to−11.8 on the southern rim flank. However,
can be observed in Fig. 3, the boundaries of the continuous e
deposit are very poorly constrained by either MOLA or Viki

image data. The subtleties of the MOLA topographic profi
indicate that dune deposits may have overridden ejecta-rel
ET AL.
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topography associated with this crater. This is also suggeste
the MDIM image (Fig. 3). Furthermore, on the basis of du
properties measured by MOLA (Zuberet al.1998), the average
height of dunes in this region is 25 m, which is enough to blan
20-m-tall ramparts.

The unique topology of the cavity infill deposits at this crate
relative to what can be observed in a high-resolution Viki
image (Fig. 3), first drew our attention to it. The cross-sectio
shape of the cavity interior deposits is not typical of nonpo
region impact craters. The “shape” of the cavity infill deposit
similar to volcanic lava domes on Earth (Garvin 1996) and
atypical of the sample of central peaks observed by MOLA
date. The elevation of the peak of the cavity interior deposit
similar to that of the surrounding preimpact surface. This h
not been observed elsewhere on Mars for any of the cen
peak or central peak-pit craters sampled by MOLA (Garvin a
Frawley 1998). The ratio of the volume of the central depo
(Vcd) to that of the apparent cavity (V) plus all interior deposits
(i.e.,Vcd/[V +Vcd]) is 0.35, indicating that more than 35% o
the apparent cavity is filled with materials.

We can model the preerosional cavity for craters such as
by estimating their diameter-dependent depths and cavity sh
using the empirical scaling laws discussed previously. Once
have modeled the depth and cavity cross-sectional shape, we
use a simple equation of the form

Vm = [πnD2d]/[8+ 4n],

where D is diameter in kilometers,d is model depth in kilo-
meters,n is model cavity cross-section, andVm is the recon-
structed or modeled cavity volume in km3. Using this approach,
we estimate a preerosional cavity volumeVm of 183 km3. The
difference between the apparent cavity volume measured
MOLA (V) and the modeled volume (Vm) is the estimated total
volume of cavity infill (Vinf ). For this crater, we find thatVinf

is ∼59 km3, which is 48% by volume of the original cavity
We have followed this approach for all of the craters listed
Table II. If we compute the volume of excavation for this crat
within the Olympia Planitia region, we find thatVe is 267 km3 or
∼2 times larger than the apparent volume (124 km3). The differ-
ence betweenVe and the apparent cavity volumeV is 143 km3,
which is 2.4 times larger. We attribute this discrepancy in par
the approximations intrinsic to a volume of excavation compu
tion, as well as to modification stage slumping which will ser
to reduce the final cavity volume by up to 50% (Melosh 198
The estimated volume of cavity infill (59 km3) and a corrected
modification-stage cavity volume are in agreement at 10–2
levels. Thus, we believe that this 19-km crater (Fig. 3; see a
Table II) provides evidence of significant cavity infilling due t
postcrater formation processes.

The area of the apparent cavity floor is∼150 km2. We can
estimate the thickness of the cavity infill deposit by assum

le

ated
that the infill volume estimation is reasonable and computing
the ratioVinf/SA, where SA is the true surface area of the cavity
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previously) is∼560 km3 (Table II). The measured apparent
NORTH POLAR REGION

floor. A uniform layer∼300 m thick is the result. We observ
however, a plug-like (i.e., with “snow-cone” appearance) cen
cavity deposit geometry here and in other ice-associated cr
on Mars. Most cavity infill deposits are not manifested as u
form thickness layers in the floors of these high-latitude imp
features. Finally, the MOLA-based estimate of the volume
the central deposit (Vcd) suggests that it is∼69 km3, which is
similar to within 15% of the independent estimate of cavity in
(59 km3).

There is some indication that the Olympia Planitia dunes m
form a carapace of sediment that overlies stagnant polar cap
(Zuberet al.1998). If this is the case, the 19-km crater depic
in Fig. 3 must have excavated through the 20–40 m of dune
iments to encounter buried ground ice. An excavation flow fi
established in a layered target consisting of dune sediments
ground ice of unknown thickness has not been completely tre
previously (Clifford 1993, Melosh 1989). If we take the mod
depth of excavation (1.6 km), together with a simpleZ-model
approach as discussed above, we can consider the volum
materials involved. The anomalous cavity shape, central ca
deposit shape, and large volume of infilling materials relativ
the total cavity volume (59 km3 versus 124 km3), suggest tha
this impact feature developed differently than similar 20-k
diameter craters in nonpolar target materials. More typ
20-km-diameter impact features within polar units (i.e., the c
ter at 72◦N, 345◦E, shown as Feature I in the Fig. 1 location m
and discussed later) display negligible cavity infill volumes.

The ejecta flank slopes for the crater in Fig. 3 (∼0.9◦) are
similar to those measured for impact craters elsewhere on M
(Garvin and Frawley 1998). This observation supports the
gument that it is not heavily eroded. If this feature is relativ
unmodified, then one possibility is that the enhanced cavity
posit volume is due to melting of ground ice within the cav
(Squyreset al. 1992). Alternately, this crater could have be
totally buried by a recent advance of the north polar cap, es
tially filling its cavity as a consequence. Subsequent cap re
and ice ablation could have left behind large volumes of c
ity infill, more difficult to erode by wind or solar illumination
than those in the surrounding plains. Current estimates (Tho
et al. 1992) for polar sedimentation rates allow for the depo
tion of an equivalent thickness of∼300 m of infill in less than
43 million years. The higher sedimentation rates associated
layered bands in the north polar region, could allow for dev
opment of a layer 300 m thick in∼10 million years. However
if we take the average relief of central deposit (0.54 km) as
typical infill thickness, it would require 20 to 80 million years
continuous deposition to accumulate. We can conclude only
episodic high sedimentation rate or ice-accumulation proce
have filled this impact feature in such a way that the erosio
the infilling materials has not restored the original cavity inter
geometry.

An alternate working hypothesis for this and other ice-fil
impact craters sampled by MOLA involves mobilization of

weak, ice-rich layer. If the crater formation process were to e
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able late-stage inner cavity floor melting, then an artificially
evated cavity floor could develop, only to decay at its margin
the initial stages of subsurface withdrawal, cooling, and sur
ablation. If this process were at work on the crater in Fig. 3
would suggest that a considerable volume of ice were avai
near the depth of excavation level (1.6 km) in the martian cr
This is consistent with the hypothesis that the Olympia Plan
dunes overlie a buried portion of the polar ice cap (Zuberet al.
1998). Improved geometric constraints on the topology of
cavity floor and infilling deposits are needed to further test
alternate hypothesis.

FEATURE “B”: EXTENSIVELY INFILLED
CRATER AT 77◦N, 89◦E

An example of an ice-associated crater with extreme le
of cavity infill is illustrated in Fig. 4 (crater B in Fig. 1). In thi
case a 34-km crater was sampled by two discrete MOLA c
sections in July of 1998. This ice-associated crater is locat
77◦N, 89◦E and has a total depth of 0.66 km, and ad/D of 0.020
(see Table II). Its rim height variability (over 300 m relative to t
preimpact topography of the region) is the highest found so
for martian craters of this size. Furthermore, the level of ca
infill rises above the surrounding preimpact surface, simila
what has been observed by MOLA for certain pedestal cra
on Mars (Garvin and Frawley 1998). A nearly perfect center-
pass, acquired on MGS orbit 415, illustrates the geometry o
perched infilling deposits. The overall cavity interior shape
the basis of both MOLA transects, indicates ann-value of 2.2
(paraboloidal), which is consistent with nonpolar craters of
diameter on Mars (Garvin and Frawley 1998). Possibly du
mantled ejecta ramparts with more than 50 m of relative re
are also observed 10 to 20 km from the rim crest.

If one reconstructs the preerosion cavity geometry for this
ture (Fig. 5), it is clear that∼80% of the apparent cavity is fille
with interior deposits whose asymmetric spatial distribution
dicates that they are not controlled by underlying central u
topography. In comparison, the irregular geometry of the ca
interior deposits associated with the impact feature discu
previously (Fig. 3) constitute∼50% of the reconstructed ca
ity (Fig. 5b). Typical average ejecta flank slopes for the cr
illustrated in Fig. 4 are∼1.2◦, with local peak values as hig
as 12◦ near the rim crest. Cavity wall slopes average∼14.5◦,
similar in magnitude to those measured for the crater illustr
in Fig. 3. The topographic expression of the crater rim and
ner cavity wall and the topographically well-defined continu
ejecta blanket suggest that this feature is not highly modifie
spite of what a first glance at the high-resolution Viking Orb
image would lead one to believe (Fig. 4c).

The preerosion cavity volume expected for a 34-km imp
crater with a cross-sectional shape (n) of 2.2 and a reconstructe
total depth of 1.2 km (i.e., from thed− D power law discusse
n-volume of the crater cavity plus that of the topographically
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FIG. 4. Example of an extensively infilled 34-km-diameter crater loca
at 77◦N, 89◦E (Feature B in Fig. 1). (Bottom) The topology of the crater floor
higher detail, revealing tilted escarpments∼10 m in height along the centerlin
pass (MGS orbit 415).

defined central deposit is∼378 km3. Allowing for the rim height
asymmetry of∼300 m, this indicates that∼80% of the original
(preerosion) cavity has been infilled. If we examine MGS or
340 (Fig. 4b) and its slightly off-center coverage of this cra
it appears that the cavity depth is at least 60 m greater

that measured from the centerline profile. Thus, we estimate
average depth of infill to be on the order of 500 m. To accum
ET AL.

ed
n

it
er,
han

late this thickness using presently accepted sedimentation ra
for the north polar region (Howardet al. 1982, Thomaset al.
1992) could require between∼17 to 71 million years, assuming
constant, continuous deposition.

Of particular interest are the shorter-wavelength features
the upper surface of the cavity interior deposits. In Fig. 4 (c
these features are displayed at full resolution. A staircase-li
pattern of possible benches or escarpments, tilted less than◦

toward the north, can be observed. The average MOLA-bas
relief of these benches is 10± 3 m, and each bench is typi-
cally 1–2 km across. These staircase features are reminiscen
certain types of banded layers in the polar layered terrain. T
high-resolution Viking Orbiter image displayed in Fig. 4c indi
cates that these escarpments are curvilinear, and that they co
mark areas of relatively rapid localized erosion, perhaps caus
by rapid defrosting, ablation, or other processes (Thomaset al.
1992). The appearance of these staircase-like features with
moderately degraded impact feature could provide a constra
on layer thickness properties throughout the North Polar Regio
Perhaps the layers exposed in the crater are similar to the 10
50-m-thick bands that are widespread and well-documented
the northern polar layered deposits (Howardet al.1982, Thomas
et al.1992). MOLA observations of the cross-sectional prope
ties of polar dunes (Garvin and Frawley 1999) suggests that
staircase-like features are not representative of any of the du
forms that are adequately resolved by the sampling characte
tics of the laser altimeter (i.e., approximately 330 m along track

Grieve and Cintala (1992) have developed a model for impa
melt generation that Clifford (1993) applied to Mars. For a give
crater of apparent diameterD, the impact melt model permits
consideration of the volume of melt assuming vertical impac
of a chondritic projectile into the martian surface at 10 km/s. F
a 34-km-diameter impact crater on Mars (i.e., Fig. 4), the Grie
and Cintala (1992) model would suggest that∼67 km3 of melt
could be produced. This impact melt could remain in the cavi
or mobilize ground ice as described by Clifford (1993). If thi
melt volume were uniformly distributed over the cavity floo
area of∼700 km2, it would result in a layer thickness of∼95 m,
which is inadequate to explain the 500-m thickness of appare
infill. A reduction in the volume of cavity infill (248 km3), due
to postimpact sedimentary or ice-related processes, of∼90 km3

would lessen the fraction of cavity infill to∼50%, which is
consistent with that computed for the crater in Olympia Planit
(Fig. 3).

FEATURE “C”: ICE-ASSOCIATED COMPLEX
CRATER AT 79◦N, 331◦E

A particularly well-sampled impact feature 20 km in diamete
was bisected on two occasions by MOLA cross sections (Fig.
This complex impact structure is located within 50–60 km of th
perennial north polar cap (crater C in Fig. 1). In addition, it i

an
u-
at least 850 m deep, with a 280-m rim, relative to the preim-
pact surrounding surfaces. Dune deposits appear to mantle ice
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FIG. 5. Cavity reconstructions for ice-associated craters illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. (Top) The MOLA cross section for the crater shown in Fig. 4, withl

cavity reconstruction superimposed. (Bottom) The MOLA cross-section for the crater illustrated in Fig. 3, with a model cavity reconstruction. Sub-kilometer-scale
local slopes computed from MOLA profile data are superimposed as “+” symbol ◦ ◦
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deposits within the cavity interior (Fig. 6). Unlike the previo
examples (Figs. 3 and 4), the typical inner cavity wall slo
for this feature are 8◦, compared to the 14◦. In many respects
the geometric properties of this feature (Table II) are simila
those observed for the crater illustrated in Fig. 3. The ca
cross-sectional geometry or shape is somewhat more U-sh
than is typical of 20-km impact features, and the ratio of eje
to interior cavity volume (Vej/V) is 3.2, significantly greate
than that observed for most polar region impact features. F
feature of this size, the Grieve and Cintala (1992) impact m
volume would be∼12 km3, which is less than 10% the appare
volume of the cavity. Using the depth–diameter scaling relat
ship introduced previously, the model depth for this featur

0.68 km, while the apparent depth, as measured by MOLA
two independent passes is greater than 0.85 km. As with
s in each case. Cavity wall slopes as high as 15to 20 were observed.
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feature at 81.6◦N, 189.9◦E (Fig. 3), the implication is that this
crater is deeper than one would anticipate (Table III). Inde
if we consider the general northern hemisphere depth–diam
relationship suggested in Garvin and Frawley (1998), the
pected depth would be 1.07 km, suggesting a level of ca
infill of 0.230 km. As discussed previously, the general No
Polar Region impact craters are shallower at small diame
than their mid- and equatorial-latitude counterparts, but ab
about 40 km, they are statistically deeper. For 20-km craters s
as those shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the apparent depths are more
ilar to nonpolar impact features than to their polar counterpa

As with the previous examples, we can model the cavity v
ume for feature “C” (Fig. 6) using the scaled depth and cav

3
on
the
shapes. The model preerosion volume is 34 kmin excess of that
observed (see Table II), indicating that at least 28% of the cavity
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FIG. 6. Example of a well-sampled 20-km-diameter crater located at 79◦N, 331◦E (Feature C in Fig. 1). Two crossing MOLA centerline profiles traversed
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this crater, which appears to be filled with dune-covered ice deposits.

is infilled with polar sediments and ice. The computed volu
of excavation for this crater is 305 km3, or 183 km3 larger than
the apparent cavity volume measured by MOLA. If we allow f
modification stage slumping, the overall apparent volume of
observed cavity (i.e., the cavity volumeV plus the volume of the
central depositVcd) is 183 km3, which is within 30 km3 of the ex-
pected volume of the preerosion cavity. The 34 km3 of apparent
infilling materials, when spread as a layer of uniform thickne
across the∼200 km2 area of the cavity floor, would contribute

thickness of at least 170 m. This is exactly the amount of exce
depth (relative to the general depth–diameter relation for the p
e

r
he

ss

lar region) observed. Therefore, we conclude that on the or
of 30% of the original cavity is filled with postformation ice and
sediments. The shelf-like geometry of the central deposits at t
crater (Fig. 6) is similar to that of other ice-associated crate
Its estimated volume, relative to the deepest point of the cav
floor, is no more than 61 km3 and more plausibly on the order
of 40 km3. This is within 20% of the independently compute
volume of infill (Table II).

Our conclusion is that the crater depicted in Fig. 6 is mo

ss
o-
erately infilled by materials that contribute to the lowering of
its modeled cavity volume. Accumulation of at least 34 km3 of
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with inner cavity wall slopes of more than 11. This geometry, in
NORTH POLAR REGION

materials in a closed depression such as an impact crater
have required 6–27 million years (Thomaset al.1992, Howard
et al. 1982) and possibly longer if the most conservative
lar sedimentation rates are invoked (<7 m per million years)
Removal of 0.85 to 0.92 km of covering materials is anot
matter, as rates of removal via stripping or ablation are po
constrained (Howardet al. 1982, Plautet al. 1988, Craddock
et al. 1997). It is unclear whether this 20 km diameter cra
experienced wholesale burial and subsequent exhumatio
was discussed previously for the 34-km crater shown in Fig
The minimum crater floor depth for this feature is∼240 m, as
measured relative to the surrounding preimpact surface.
does not indicate whether or not the cavity interior deposits
reached above the preimpact surface, as is observed at the c
in considered previously (Figs. 3 and 4).

The topology of the ejecta within 1–2 radii of the rim cre
for this crater (Fig. 6) is potentially significant. Unlike ma
ice-associated craters, the near-rim topography of the con
ous ejecta blanket displays a relative relief or thickness th
within a few tens of meters of the rim crest. The rim crest is su
ciently sharp in Viking images and in topographic character f
MOLA measurements to disfavor a severe rim erosion scen
An alternate explanation would allow for the existence of 230
tall swales or ramparts if there were extensive mantling dep
encroaching upon the ejecta blanket. The image shown in F
suggests that near-rim ice deposits, perhaps covered by du
a thin dust mantle, could be the cause of the unexpectedl
ramparts within one crater radius of the rim. The exponent (b) in
the ETF for this crater is−0.50, which is typical of many impac
craters in the northern hemisphere of Mars (Garvin and Fra
1998), but far removed from the mean value for polar reg
features.

FEATURE “D”: COMPLEX ICE-FILLED
CRATER AT 77◦N, 215◦E

A 44-km-diameter complex impact crater filled with hig
albedo and essentially featureless cavity interior deposits
lustrated in Fig. 7 (crater D in Fig. 1). This impact structure i
least 2.1 km deep and possesses a rim with∼0.98 km of relief
relative to the surrounding preimpact surface (Table II). MO
obtained an off-center pass on MGS orbit 242, which sugg
that the infilling materials may be organized as a relatively
form shelf, with a semicircular trough adjacent to the eas
portion of the crater’s inner wall (Fig. 7). The expected de
for a crater of this diameter in the polar region of Mars is 1.54
while that estimated using the general relation for the north
hemisphere is 1.6 km. The crater in Fig. 7 is 500–560 m
deep, if the empirical scaling relationships presented previo
are representative. As with the crater shown previously in Fi
a multilevel crater floor deposit is observed, with the deepest
of the cavity localized in one region of the inner cavity wall.
spite of its “overdeep” status, over 460 km3 of cavity infilling

materials is estimated on the basis of model volumes and de
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FIG. 7. Example of a 44-km-diameter crater located at 77◦N, 215◦E (Fea-
ture D in Fig. 1). A plug-like cavity interior deposit (as observed previously
Fig. 3) is indicated. White gaps are due to clouds. Note the 200-m relief of
ejecta ramparts at the south of the ejecta blanket.

(Tables II and III). Spread as a uniform layer over the∼900 km2

area of cavity floor, this volume would result in a layer thickne
of ∼510 m. There is no longer a discrepancy between the
served depth from the rim crest (2.1 km) and the expected d
(1.54–1.59 km) if we consider the more than 500 m of unifo
thickness infill as part of the floor. As with the example shown
Fig. 3, the cavity interior geometry is highly U-shaped (n= 4.1),

◦

pthscombination with the 0.98 km of sharp rim relief, indicates that
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this impact feature is not highly degraded. However, the amo
of time required to accumulate more than 500 m of cavity
is likely between∼2× 106 and 107 years (Thomaset al.1992),
assuming uniform sedimentation at less than 8× 10−4 cm/year
(Plautet al.1988). Even these timescales are relatively short
martian geologic context. This analysis is based on the off-ce
MOLA pass on MGS orbit 242. Figure 7 also shows recent m
ping pass 10978 that is through the crater center. The meas
values are not substantially different, other than a slightly lar
amount of apparent infill in the mapping pass.

The modeled volume of excavation for this crater (Fig.
is ∼700 km3 in excess of the modeled final cavity volum
(preerosion), not considering cavity slumping and other fac
(Table II). This difference is larger than the estimated volu
of infill (∼460 km3) but within 50%. Thus, we can explain th
large levels of possibly ice-rich deposits in the interiors of seve
near-polar cap impact features as a consequence of contin
deposition over long time periods (i.e., tens of millions of yea
A similar end result could be achieved if the polar deposit
rate were episodically higher during times of polar cap rad
advance, which could bury the cavities of smaller, less-deep
pact craters. Larger craters such as the 44-km-diameter exa
shown in Fig. 7, would retain a significant fraction of this ca
ity fill, even after a long period of ablation. Smaller, shallow
craters would retain less, which is consistent with observat
for virtually all ice-associated impact features north of 72◦N for
which we have MOLA coverage (Tables II and III).

FEATURE “E”: 80-Km-DIAMETER COMPLEX CRATER
KOROLEV (73◦N, 163◦E)

Korolevis the largest north polar region impact crater (crate
in Fig. 1), with a diameter of∼80 km. MOLA acquired only one
SPO mission phase cross section that sampled the cavity o
important impact feature, on MGS orbit 332. Partial loss of d
has made analysis of the geometric properties more diffic
Early MGS mapping mission coverage, however, has provi
centerline MOLA transects of this impact feature. From a dig
elevation model (DEM) constructed from numerous near-ce
and off-center passes, we find a maximum depth of 2.62 km
an integrated volume of 6500 km. Figure 8 illustratesKorolev
and the best MOLA cavity cross-section (pass 10146) thro
the center of the crater currently available. In this pass,Korolev
exhibits a 0.91-km rim, relative to the surrounding preimp
surface, and a total depth of 2.2 km, which is approximat
equal to or slightly deeper than that estimated from polar reg
depth–diameter scaling relationships. Maximum depth der
from the DEM is∼0.240 km less than that estimated from po
region depth–diameter scaling relationships. This would sug
that its cavity is infilled to a uniform level of 0.24 km. Howeve
the high-resolution Viking image inset (Fig. 8) indicates th
there is considerable cavity floor texture (i.e., escarpment

observed at the crater in Fig. 4), and the MOLA topograph
data displays about 1 km of floor relief variability. This crate
ET AL.
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is one of the relatively oldest in the northern high latitudes
the basis of a number of 5- to 10-km-diameter impact featu
that can be observed within one crater diameter of its rim c
superimposed on the continuous ejecta blanket (CEB).

The average ejecta thickness within the CEB in this pass is
m, on the basis of the effective surface area of this deposit an
MOLA-based relief. In comparison, the mean ejecta thickn
(CEB) for the 44-km impact feature displayed in Fig. 7 is 124
while that for the 19-km crater (Fig. 3) in Olympia Planitia
43 m (Table III). The latter value would suggest that some bu
of the Korolev ejecta has occurred, which could also expl
the relatively low relief (0.78–1.04 km) of its rim region. F
comparison, the 95-km diameter impact crater known asMie,
located at 48◦N, 139◦E, displays a rim relief of∼1.1 km, in spite
of obvious rim burial effects.

The disparity in the model cavity depth (2.86 km) calcula
from the DEM average diameter of 80 km and the appa
maximum DEM depth (2.62 km) could be attributed to sa
pling bias. The MOLA transect (Fig. 8) is a centerline pass,
the floor depth is clearly locally variable. If we consider t
apparent depth of the centerline pass (2.2 km) in Fig. 8, h
ever, to be representative, then more than 600 m of infill wo
be required to explain the disparity in depths. Moreover,
difference between the model cavity volume (7800 km3) and
the apparent volume from the DEM (∼6500 km3) is 1300 km3,
which is equivalent to a uniform layer of thickness∼0.40 km
across the entire floor of the crater. It would require betw
15 and 60 Ma to accumulate∼400 m of infill and three times
longer to develop a level of infill as thick as 1.5 km, which
the maximal relief of the central deposits within the cavity. W
can conclude only that high sedimentation rates, on the ave
are required in the northern high latitudes to explain our MO
observations. This is consistent with the apparent levels of b
and cavity interior infill atMie crater (48◦N).

Figure 9 summarizes MOLA topographic observations a
common scale for the four distinctive ice-filled craters exa
ined to date (Figs. 9A, 9B, 9C, and 9D are Features “B”, “A
“D”, and “E”, respectively). Each has been discussed abov
case examples (Figs. 3–8). For each structure, we have indi
the topographically defined rim, and the approximate cont
ous ejecta extent from topography and images. The 34-km c
(Fig. 9A) cavity is filled to more than 80% of its model cavi
volume and depth. Its rim remains as the most readily identifi
crater feature (see also Fig. 4). Figure 9B is the 19-km-diam
impact feature in the Olympia Planitia dune field from Fig.
Figures 9C and 9D are the 44-km-diameter crater from Fi
andKorolevcrater from Fig. 8, respectively. On the basis of
voluminous infill deposits inferred from topology (MOLA) an
morphology (Viking images), average crater floor deposit th
ness for each of these features varies considerably (Table
710 m for the crater in Fig. 9A, 295 m for that in Fig. 9B, 514
for that in Fig. 9C, and∼400 m for that in Fig. 9D.

ic
r

We can consider the mean ejecta thickness (Table III) for
ice-associated impact craters as defined by the ratio of ejecta
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FIG. 8. 80 km craterKorolev located at 73◦N, 163◦E (Feature E in Fig. 1). MOLA’s best cavity cross section for this crater was acquired during the

MGS mapping phase (mapping orbit 146). (Inset) A high-resolution Viking image that features the cavity floor. Curvilinear features similar to those observed at
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the crater in Fig. 4 are suggested.

volume to ejecta surface area. The four examples illustrate
Fig. 9 are noteworthy. The crater in Fig. 9A has a mean eje
thickness of 52 m, while the crater within the Olympia Plani
dunes (Fig. 9B) displays a mean ejecta thickness of 43 m.
two largest impact structures (Figs. 9C and 9D) display aver
ejecta thicknesses of 124 and 123 m (Korolev), respectively.
The crater shown previously in Fig. 6 suggests a mean ej
thickness of 54 m, within 1–2% of that of the crater in Fig. 9A
Of all of the ice-associated impact features considered in

investigation (Table II), only the two largest (Figs. 9C and 9D
demonstrate average ejecta thickness values in excess of 12
in
cta
a
he
ge

cta
).
his

FEATURE “F”: CRATER ON MARGIN OF POLAR CAP
RESIDUAL ICE (81◦N, 255◦E)

Table II displays the salient geometric properties of seve
additional impact craters associated with ice or frost. MOLA fir
traversed one crater within the margin of the polar ice cap as p
of MGS orbit 208. Figure 10 illustrates this ice-margin impa
feature (crater F in Fig. 1) and two MOLA topographic cros
sections that sampled its central cavity (MGS orbits 1666 a

)
0 m.
10750). This ice-bound crater is only 18 km in diameter, with a
depth–diameter (d/D) ratio similar to those of other North Polar
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FIG. 9. Comparison of MOLA cross sections for craters illustrated previously in Figs. 3, 4, 7, and 8. (A) Crater shown in Fig. 4. (B) Crater shown in Fig

Olympia Planitia). (C) Crater shown in Fig. 7. (D) Crater shown in Fig. 8 (Korolev). Rim crests are indicated by arrows and ejecta extent, as defined on the basis
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of MOLA topography and Viking images is indicated by dashed lines. MG

Region impact craters (0.034). What makes it unique is its ca
whose inner walls feature average slopes less than or equ
5.0◦. Aside fromKorolev, all of the high-latitude impact feature
observed by MOLA display inner cavity wall slopes that avera
greater than 9–10◦. In addition, its average rim height (Table II)
the lowest observed of any of the ice-associated craters. Tab
illustrates its uniqueness in terms of a computed infill thickn
This ice-margin crater displays 430 m of apparent cavity in

which is within 100 m of the thickness of the margin of th
north polar ice cap in this area (Fig. 10). The model depth
orbit numbers are shown at right. See text for details.

ity,
al to
s
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s
le III
ss.
ll,

excavation for this is∼1.5 km, suggesting that the impact ma
have excavated sub-ice cap basement materials. The averag
height for this crater is only 110 m, at least a factor of two und
what would be expected. We attribute the anomalously sha
depth and low-relief rim of this crater to ice-related modificati
processes. It would require 14 to 60 million years to accumu
430 m of infilling deposits in a crater such as this at typic
polar sedimentation rates. If one invokes the maximum ra

e
of
(30 m per 100,000 years) computed for Mars (Thomaset al.
1992), one could fill the cavity of the crater illustrated in Fig. 10
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FIG. 10. Example of an 18-km-diameter crater located on the margin
the North Polar Cap at 81◦N, 255◦E (Feature “F” in Fig. 1). (Bottom) A NASA
aircraft laser altimeter cross-section (W to E) across the∼10-km-diameter
Grimsvotnsubglacial caldera in theVatnajokull ice cap of Iceland. The dat
have been thinned to approximate the MOLA sampling.Grimsvotnshows higher

cavity wall slopes than the martian impact crater but similar cavity geome
See text for details.
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of

in ∼1.4 million years. Improved images (i.e., from MOC) a
needed to constrain the morphologic evolution of this crate
the marginal ice of the north polar cap.

We have compared the crater shown in Fig. 10a wit
∼10-km-diameter volcanic crater that formed in theVatnajokull
ice cap of Iceland. This feature (Fig. 10c) is the site of
most active subglacial volcano on Earth:Grimsvotn. Its geo-
metrical properties are dynamic (Gudmundsson 1989), a
recent eruption (December 1998) has further modified its m
phology.Grimsvotndisplays a variable relief rim region, a to
pographically changing floor, and cavity wall slopes (10–1◦)
similar to the martian crater illustrated in Fig. 10a.Grimsvotn
was formed and maintained in a terrestrial ice cap between
and 500 m in thickness (Gudmundsson 1989) by subglacial
canism. The impact that formed the 18-km-diameter crate
81◦N, 255◦E on Mars may have generated up to∼1.7 km3

of impact melt in the floor of a crater that was once 0.8
in depth. The residence time of this volume of melted mat
als (i.e., assuming they are silicates) is on the order of 10
years. Whether a short-lived period of impact-induced sub-
cap melting could have sustained a fresh cavity geometry
Grimsvotn-like) on Mars is uncertain. However, with furthe
MOLA observations, it may be possible to model the thr
dimensional topology of impact craters in the ice and comp
them more closely with possible terrestrial analogs such as
Grimsvotncaldera.

FEATURE “G”: ICE-ASSOCIATED CRATER AT 77◦N, 195◦E

Another well-sampled (by MOLA) ice-associated crater w
traversed on MGS orbit 240 (Fig. 11). Tables II and III su
marize the geometric properties for this 20-km-diameter fea
(crater G in Fig. 1). The apparent depth of infill at this cra
is similar to that of the crater located at 82◦N, 190◦E within
the Olympia Planitia dunes (Fig. 3 and Feature “A” in Fig.
Figure 11 illustrates low-albedo dune materials associated
the crater cavity and high-albedo residual ice deposits nort
the crater and on the north-facing cavity wall slopes. A sma
dune-mantled crater barely visible in the Viking images appe
to be located within the continuous ejecta blanket and just s
of the crater rim. Many of the characteristics of this modera
eroded 20-km polar impact feature are similar to those for
crater illustrated in Fig. 3, with the exception of cavity flo
deposits. The MOLA pass of this crater (Fig. 11) exhibits
topographic signature of the dome-like central deposits or m
tilevel cavity interior deposits discussed previously for crat
of this size. It is possible that the location of this crater, j
south of the edge of the Olympia Planitia dunes, has affe
its cavity geometry. If weak or easily mobilized (i.e., ice-ric
target materials were not involved in the impact that formed
crater shown in Fig. 11, then its cavity may have evolved i
try.more traditional manner. The parabolic cavity shape observed
for the crater in Fig. 11 is consistent with most 20-km scale
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FIG. 11. Example of a 20-km-diameter crater located at 77◦N, 195◦E (at ed ew

w

tric
ired
nd

ith
this

ed at
hundred kilometers from the crater shown in Fig. 3. Ice or frost associated

impact features on Mars, as sampled by MOLA (Garvin a
Frawley 1998).

FEATURE “H”: ICE-ASSOCIATED CRATER AT 79◦N, 62◦E

Figure 12 illustrates an 18-km-diameter crater associated

outlier ice deposits (crater H in Fig. 1). Two SPO passes wit
10% of the centerline were used to measure the informa

ent
ge ofOlympia Planitiadunes, Feature G in Fig. 1). This feature is located a f
with north-facing slopes is indicated by the Viking image.

nd

ith
hin

in Table II. These did not completely sample the assyme
deposit, so two recent centerline MOLA cross sections, acqu
on MGS Orbits 10978 and 11763, are shown in Fig. 12 a
allow us to consider its cavity geometry in comparison w
other examples. As with the craters in Figs. 3, 7, and 11,
feature displays substantial off-center (>600 m) cavity interior
deposits. While these are less than the major deposits observ
the crater shown in Fig. 3, its relative levels of infill are consist
tionwith other north polar region craters in this diameter interval.
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FIG. 12. Example of an 18-km-diameter crater located at 79◦N, 62◦E (Fea-
ture H in Fig. 1). This crater displays 100- to 150-m-scale ramparts that are b
discernible in the Viking image.

FEATURE “I”: NEAR-ICE CRATER
LOCATED AT 72◦N, 345◦E

A 20-km-diameter crater located adjacent to outlying depo
of ice is illustrated in Fig. 13 (crater I in Fig. 1). This wel
preserved impact feature displays a lobate ejecta blanket
marginal ramparts and polygonal planform geometry. Its ap
ent depth is 1.47 km, which is within 200 m of the model de
of excavation for a 20-km crater on Mars. A near centerl
MOLA cross section (Fig. 13) clearly illustrates the classic
pographic elements of this fresh-appearing complex crate
continuous ejecta blanket, away from the near rim region
concave, terminating in a rampart over 100 m in relative re
The apparent cavity volume for this 20 km diameter crate
215 km3, or nearly two times greater than the other craters

served by MOLA in this diameter size class. The apparent cra
depth exceeds that which would be predicted by MOLA or th
RATERFORMS ON MARS 347
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oretical scaling relationships by almost 400 m. A small cent
deposit on the crater floor is observed, with∼200 m of relief.
The absolute cavity floor elevation of this crater (Table II)
within 150 m of the lowest crater floor elevation observed f
the highest northern latitudes. It appears to have escaped any
jor infilling episodes, perhaps because of its larger distance fr
the margin of the polar cap relative to the other ice-associa
craters discussed here) or because of its extreme youth.

FEATURE “J”: MULTILOBE EJECTA CRATER AT 73◦N, 38◦E

In contrast, the crater illustrated in Fig. 14, is a fresh, mu
lobed impact feature not associated with any evidence of ice
frost deposits (crater J in Fig. 1). It is 9 km in diameter with an a
parent depth of 1.03 km. The Viking Orbiter image in Fig. 14 su
gests that it may contain a small central mound, but the MO
cross-section did not sample this feature. Two series of ramp
(ejecta lobes) can be observed. Inner cavity wall slopes are
ically 20◦ at this feature. Its rim averages 320 m in relief, larg
than is typical of Northern Hemisphere craters on Mars in ge
eral (Garvin and Frawley 1998). Its cavity is nearly paraboloid
and its ejecta extends more than four crater radii from the r
The difference between the apparent depth (1.03 km) and
model depth of excavation (0.85 km) for this feature is positiv
This means that the crater is too deep by over 180 m relativ
the general model for excavation for Mars (Barlow and Brad
1990). This could be explained only if the excavation were mo
efficient than would be anticipated due to target strength effe
The two craters illustrated in Figs. 13 and 14 are the furth
from the polar cap of those discussed in this paper and sh
minimal association with ice deposits within their cavities, b
could have excavated into ice-rich target materials. The 0.85
depth of excavation for the 9-km crater at 73◦N, 38◦E (Table III)
could have reached a locally shallow groundwater or ground
table as suggested by Clifford (1993), and enhanced cavity
mation and ejecta emplacement would be one result. From
ejecta topology provided by MOLA (Fig. 14), it appears th
the radial, lobate ejecta deposit originates from the outer bas
the rim uplift region and builds ramparts that are up to 150 m
relief, with secondary, distal ramparts with 50 m of relief. Ad
ditional MOLA samples of such multi-lobed or fluidized-ejec
impact craters are needed to more fully develop a physical mo
for the ejecta emplacement (Garvin and Baloga 1999).

FEATURE “K”: CRATERFORM AT 78◦N, 293◦E

A 7.3-km-diameter craterform that appears to be located
the summit of a low-relief cone is illustrated in Fig. 15 (crater
in Fig. 1). The basal diameter of the low-relief martian crater
cone (MCC) is∼19.5 km, with a total height of 444 m, relative
to the regional background. A long-wavelength (∼80 km) topo-
graphic sag with a vertical magnitude of∼60 m is associated

ter
e-
with the MCC. This feature displays high-albedo “ice” deposits
on all north-facing slopes. The typical slopes associated with the
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age).
FIG. 13. Example of a 20-km-diameter crater located at 72◦N, 345◦E (Feature I in Fig. 1) adjacent to outlying ice deposits (hatched areas at left in the im

This fresh-appearing crater displays a small central deposit covered by low-albedo dune materials and 100-m-scale (vertical) ramparts. This crater is 1.47 km deep.
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FIG. 14. Example of a fresh-appearing 9-km-diameter multilobed eje
crater located at 73◦N, 38◦E (Feature J in Fig. 1). There is no indication of a
ice or frost association for this transitional geometry feature. This crater ha
apparent depth (from MOLA measurements) that is in excess of its expe
depth of excavation.

conical part of this landform are 3.8◦ to 6.0◦. Slopes associate
with the inner walls of the summit crater cavity are typica
4◦, and the crater cavity has a conical shape (n= 1.4). From
these simple geometric properties, and because the crate
ity floor is∼250 m above the level of the surrounding surfa
we conclude that this MCC feature represents a volcanic edi
Hodges and Moore (1994) ascribed this feature to water–ma
interactions such as are associated with maar volcanism on E
The flank slopes (∼4.0◦), the ratio of flank to cavity slopes (1.2
and the geometric properties of the summit crater, for this fea
are all consistent with low-relief lava shield volcanoes found
Earth in subpolar environments. Indeed, Garvin and Willia

(1990) described the lava shields of Iceland in terms of para
eters such as flank slope, areal productivity (edifice volumeV
RATERFORMS ON MARS 349
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divided by basal diameterD: V/D), and cross-sectional shap
(n). The feature illustrated in Fig. 15 most clearly resembles
low-relief lava shields of Iceland in its geometric characteristi
Such landforms display flank slopes in the 3–5◦ range and have
V/D values between 0.65 and 1.5 (Garvin 1996, Williamset al.
1983, Garvin and Williams 1990). We can find no reason to
quire hydromagmatic volcanism to construct a low-relief edifi
such as that illustrated in Fig. 15. Indeed, on Mars, maar s
volcanism, if present, would be expected to favor the form
tion larger, steeply sloping craters than conical features wh
flanks average a few degrees in local slope (Mouginis-Market al.
1992, Wilson and Head 1994). Other non-impact-related cra
forms have also been observed in the north polar region of M

FIG. 15. Example of a 20-km-diameter (base) martian cratered c
(MCC) located at 78◦N, 293◦E (Feature K in Fig. 1). The 7.3-km-diamete

m-crater atop this low-relief cone is unlike any impact craters traversed by MOLA.
See text for details.
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we must use extreme care when interpreting the emerging pat-
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(Hodges and Moore 1994), but incomplete MOLA sampl
makes quantitative analysis uncertain at this time.

Table II includes an entry for a crater-like feature at the h
of Chasma Boreale. This 11-km-diameter landform was not im
aged with adequate resolution by the Viking Orbiters to as
its mode of origin. A near-centerline cross section of the fea
was acquired by MOLA on MGS orbit 208. From this profile,
have noted its depth (1.08 km), “cavity” wall slopes (16◦), cav-
ity shape (n= 1.2), and other parameters (Table II). From ev
indication, this feature could represent another ice-margin
pact feature, similar to that discussed previously (Fig. 10).
apparent rim relief (110 m) is similar to the ice-margin cra
illustrated in Fig. 10. However, if this craterform is of impact o
gin, the steepness of its cavity walls, its elevated depth–diam
ratio (0.10), and large depth, relative to a similarly sized cr
(i.e., Fig. 10), would suggest that it is geologically recent (<1–
10 Ma). Without additional MOLA cross-sections and MO
images, however, an unambiguous interpretation is not pos
at this time. From analysis of cross-sectional shape of the s
canyons and troughs in the north polar cap of Mars (Zuberet al.
1998), it is not likely that theChasma Boreale“crater” located
at 85◦N, 2◦E is a typical ice cap feature.

DISCUSSION

Our preliminary synthesis of a population of north polar
gion impact craters on Mars using newly acquired MOLA
pographic measurements provides new insights into the c
acteristics of this area. We have considered several aspe
this paper, mostly focused on simple geometric parameters
discussion treats each of these in order.

Impact crater depth-to-diameter ratios provide first-order
formation on both target properties and postimpact degrad
processes. We have exploredd/D values measured for pola
region impact craters in comparison to those observed for
polar latitude examples. MOLA measurements of this param
are more sensitive to topographic subtleties than most prev
measurements on the basis of the high vertical precision o
instrument. The mean depth-to-diameter (d/D) ratio for polar
region craters is 0.035± 0.02, while that for nonpolar region im
pact features is 0.053± 0.04. These differences are significa
because the sample populations involved are greater than 1
each case. However, the sampling achieved by MOLA to da
not randomly distributed and there will be a bias associated
the improved sampling statistics for higher latitude craters s
ply on the basis of orbital geometry (Zuberet al. 1998). With
periapsis for the MGS in the vicinity of the north polar ca
denser sampling was achieved for those latitudes north of 5◦N.

The crater cavity volume measurements demonstrate tha
lar crater cavities are volumetrically larger than those in o
regions, and that for crater diameters larger than∼52 km, the
polar crater cavity volume is always greater than it is for cra
at lower latitudes. This is perhaps a consequence of target

erties such as an increase in abundance of volatiles or uncon
ET AL.
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dated sediments that enable enhanced excavation at high ki
energies. Indeed, the apparent effect on crater cavity volum
polar target properties appears to change with increasing dia
ter such that the largest complex craters are less distinctive f
their equatorial counterparts. For crater cross-sectional ca
shape, the polar and nonpolar power laws relating cavity sh
and crater diameter suggest that there is a strong tendenc
craters to become more paraboloidal with increasing diame
independent of location.

Fresh impact crater cavity depth is a reasonable proxy
target mechanical properties. Ice-associated craters in the n
polar region are frequently extraordinarily deep (Tables II a
III). In these cases, the evidence supports enhanced excavat
what appears to be a weak target. Such impact features de
strate apparent cavity depths that either come close to or ex
the model depth of excavation for general martian impact crat
The simplest explanation calls for a target that enables enha
excavation, without subsequent modification (fall-back, slum
ing) to preserve large apparent cavity depths. A weak la
buried less than several hundred meters, and spatially exten
is one possible explanation. In this case, final excavation
smaller impact craters would involve the weaker layer, enha
ing final crater depth. We are continuing to investigate whet
excavation into a subsurface ice target would adequately exp
the observations presented herein.

We have considered impact crater rim height in our meas
ments. However, while the trends for rim height appear to foll
those for crater depth, there is greater uncertainty. This is
cause most of our existing (pre-MGS mapping) measurem
have been derived from one or two cavity-crossing MOLA p
files. Such profiles do not adequately sample the variability
rim height for most martian craters. Early MOLA mapping r
sults (Garvinet al.1999) suggest that mean rim height is high
correlated with cavity depth for fresh craters.

The mean and modal values of the ejecta thickness func
(ETF) exponent for both polar and nonpolar craters are out
of the previously described acceptable range (−2.5 to−3.5)
as suggested by Melosh (1989). We suggest that this is lik
the result of a dependence of ejecta topology on latitude (
hence target type), but as yet, the large variability and insuffic
statistics in our measured ETF distribution allows little furth
speculation.

For the ratio of ejecta volume to cavity volume (Vej/V), we
find that the ratio is larger for polar craters than for nonpo
craters. We suggest from the combination of MOLA topograp
cross-sectional and Viking images that there is ample evidenc
significant levels of cavity infill in the highest northern latitud
of Mars that can be quantified by MOLA topographic data. T
infill volumes contribute significantly to the apparent increa
in Vej/V due to the artificial lowering of the cavity volume term
(V) in this parameter. In addition, there is topographic evide
of ejecta burial for some of the larger polar region craters. Th
soli-tern in this volume ratio parameter until two-dimensional digital
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elevation models (DEMs) from large numbers of MOLA tra
sects can be constructed and used to reconstruct cavity
metries.

The elevation of impact crater floors can be used as a reg
indicator of upper crustal structure. The high vertical accu
of MOLA topographic data makes it ideally suited for exa
ining crater floor elevations within specific regions on Ma
The absolute elevation of the apparent crater floor atKorolev is
−6250 m, which is only 250 m lower than that of the 44-
feature at 77◦N, 215◦E (Table III). Other high-latitude impac
structures in the 75- to 100-km-diameter size interval, inc
ing Mie (48◦N) andLomonosov(65◦N), display average floo
elevations between−6500 and−6700 m, within 500 m of tha
measured forKorolev. On the basis of MOLA data, it appea
that all of the larger complex craters in the northernmost No
ern Hemisphere have floor elevations within about 500–70
of one another. This tight clustering of surface elevations wi
a region as large as Antarctica on Earth could well be the co
quence of limited sampling statistics. On the other hand, if t
were a consistent floor elevation associated with a signifi
number of the largest polar complex craters, it could indica
common level of regional sedimentation, as is typical of flu
emplaced deposits on Earth (Smithet al.1998, Craddocket al.
1997). It could also be linked to the thickness of a high-latit
sedimentary layer of low strength that overlies a more comp
basement horizon. Excavation depths for craters 70 to 10
in diameter are predicted to be in the 4.8- to 6.6-km inter
certainly adequate to excavate beneath any megaregolith
and possibly to intersect the putative global groundwater
tem suggested by Clifford (1993). The similarity of cavity flo
elevations for the largest complex craters on Mars may re
to excavation depths and hence to the stratigraphy of the u
6 km of the martian crust in the north polar region.

A variety of crater-like features associated with ice, or
cated adjacent to the permanent north polar cap of Mars
been analyzed on the basis of MOLA topographic cross-sec
in correlation with Viking Orbiter images. In several cases,
associated impact craters clearly display voluminous cavit
terior deposits. Such deposits could require tens of million
years to develop at the enhanced polar sedimentation rate
gested in Thomaset al.(1992) for layered bands. Episodic se
mentation, perhaps triggered by the advance of the polar ice
could explain the observed cavity infill volumes and thickn
levels as measured by MOLA. However, this scenario wo
require enhanced sedimentation and subsequent minima
sion of cavity infill deposits, to maintain the thickness lev
required. A model in which the near-polar impact crater c
ties are buried by ice/dust deposits and subsequently exh
could also be invoked to explain some of the topographic fea
observed at ice-associated craters. In addition, those pola
pact craters that appear to have excavated through the Oly
Planitia dune deposits demonstrate anomalous cavity interio

posit topologies, often suggesting a plug-like geometry (Fig.
Such features could be caused by enhanced melting in the ca
RATERFORMS ON MARS 351
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floor region, permitting large amount of interior fill deposits
form rapidly after crater formation, followed by slow erosio
within a sheltered, closed depression.

Craters were observed in the marginal portions of the no
polar cap (Garvinet al.1998), as well as within the ice cap inte
rior (Sakimoto and Garvin 1999). In at least one case (Fig. 10
well-preserved crater appears to have been infilled by proce
that have also attacked its rim. Whether the large level of c
ity interior deposits required (430-m-thick layer) is caused
enhanced sedimentation or ice-related cavity wall slumpin
unclear. Another candidate impact feature located at the ma
of the ice cap near the head ofChasma Borealeappears to have
an unmodified cavity depth, possibly attesting to its geolo
youthfulness.

Martian craterforms associated with low-relief cones w
also observed by MOLA. In at least one instance, a crate
cone located 120 km from the permanent ice cap (Fig. 1) m
strongly resembles (in a geometric sense) low-relief terres
shield volcanoes rather than explosive volcanic craters ass
ated with magma–water interactions. We suggest that this fea
(Fig. 15) is a relatively recent basaltic lava shield volcano, w
a low aspect ratio summit collapse crater. The formation a
of most of the craterform features observed in the north p
region appears to be less than 100 Ma and many could have
constructed in the past 1–10 Ma if sedimentation rates as
as 30 m per million years are regionally representative.

The observations summarized above offer several new
terpretations of the target materials in the north polar region
Mars. Many questions remain, however. This preliminary ana
sis of a sample of high-latitude craterforms on Mars has provi
a quantitative perspective on the volumes, slopes, and shap
these commonplace features. It will hopefully serve as a fra
of reference against which upcoming MOLA (and other MG
instruments) observations of the south polar region can be c
pared and contrasted.
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